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Figure 1: Transforming a man with self-occlusion into one wolf beast
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1 Introduction
Planar shape morphing methods offer solutions to blend two shapes
with different silhouettes. A naive method to solve the shape
morphing problem is to linearly interpolate the coordinates of
each corresponding vertex pair between the source and the target
polygons. However, simple linear interpolation sometimes creates
intermediate polygons that contain self-intersection, resulting in
geometrically incorrect transformations.
Computing compatible triangulations has successfully created
smooth transformations for two different shapes. Such a process
calculates the one-to-one mapping between the source and target
polygons. Previous methods for building compatible triangulation
usually map the source and target polygons onto a convex domain,
or employ the divide-and-conquer algorithm to keep partitioning
them until each sub-polygon becomes a triangle.
We observed that the existing compatible triangulation approaches
cannot well handle shapes with occlusion. Triangulation for shape
with occlusion cannot distinguish overlapping body parts such that
the transformations will generate artifacts. In this paper, we propose
an efficient method for computing compatible triangulations of two
simple polygons with occlusion enabled.
2 Our Method
Our inputs are the RGB image of the user, together with its
skeleton joints, and the target shape with texture. We want to
build the compatible triangulation between user shape with self-
occlusion and the target shape such that we can generate sensible
transformations. (1) We capture a calibration shape of the user
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which gives us the full body texture of the user without self-
occlusion. (2) We build the compatible triangulation between the
calibration and target shapes, which bridges the shape with self-
occlusion and the target shape. (3) We use the joints estimated from
Kinect as constraint points to deform the mesh of calibration shape
into the user pose with occlusion, which builds the compatible
triangulation between the user with occlusion and the target shape.
To do so, we follow [Liu et al. 2015] to compute compatible
triangulation between the calibration shape and target shapes. We
deform the mesh of calibration shape using rigid mesh deformation
method [Igarashi et al. 2005]. We apply the posture reconstruction
method [Liu et al. 2016] to enhance the joints estimate from Kinect
as data from Kinect are noisy and unreliable. Finally, we use the
rigid shape interpolation method [Alexa et al. 2000] to transform
the shape of the user with occlusion into the target shape.
As shown in Fig. 1, we blend the human with self-occlusion and the
wolf beast. Compared with the transformations that do not consider
body parts overlap, the results in Fig. 1 make more sense as we
transform the human’s limbs into the corresponding parts of the
wolf beast.
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